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  Founders at Work Jessica Livingston,2008-11-01 Now available in
paperback—with a new preface and interview with Jessica Livingston about Y
Combinator! Founders at Work: Stories of Startups' Early Days is a collection
of interviews with founders of famous technology companies about what
happened in the very earliest days. These people are celebrities now. What
was it like when they were just a couple friends with an idea? Founders like
Steve Wozniak (Apple), Caterina Fake (Flickr), Mitch Kapor (Lotus), Max
Levchin (PayPal), and Sabeer Bhatia (Hotmail) tell you in their own words
about their surprising and often very funny discoveries as they learned how
to build a company. Where did they get the ideas that made them rich? How did
they convince investors to back them? What went wrong, and how did they
recover? Nearly all technical people have thought of one day starting or
working for a startup. For them, this book is the closest you can come to
being a fly on the wall at a successful startup, to learn how it's done. But
ultimately these interviews are required reading for anyone who wants to
understand business, because startups are business reduced to its essence.
The reason their founders become rich is that startups do what businesses
do—create value—more intensively than almost any other part of the economy.
How? What are the secrets that make successful startups so insanely
productive? Read this book, and let the founders themselves tell you.
  Steve Jobs & Steve Wozniak ,2010 An introduction to the lives and careers
of Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, founders of Apple Computer, Inc.
  All about Steve Wozniak Paul Freiberger,Michael Swaine,2017-12-14 The All
about biography series continues with four new additions, introducing readers
to individuals whose contributions to the world made an impact on history.
Illustrations.
  iWoz: Computer Geek to Cult Icon Steve Wozniak,2007-10-17 A New York Times
Bestseller: iWoz traces the life and times of a brilliant,
gifted...individual whose contributions to the scientific, business and
cultural realms are extensive. —Bookpage Before slim laptops that fit into
briefcases, computers looked like strange, alien vending machines. But in the
most staggering burst of technical invention by a single person in high-tech
history (BusinessWeek) Steve Wozniak invented the first true personal
computer. Wozniak teamed up with Steve Jobs, and Apple Computer was born,
igniting the computer revolution and transforming the world. In iWoz the
mischievous genius with the low profile treats readers to a rollicking, no-
holds-barred account of his life—for once, in the voice of the wizard
himself.
  James Acaster's Classic Scrapes - The Hilarious Sunday Times Bestseller
James Acaster,2017-08-24 **THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER** 'I don't think I've
ever read a book that has made me cry with laughter as much as this one. It
was very difficult reading it in public as I looked like a madman' - Richard
Herring James Acaster has been nominated for the Edinburgh Comedy Award five
times and has appeared on prime-time TV shows like TASKMASTER,MOCK THE WEEK,
LIVE AT THE APOLLO and WOULD I LIE TO YOU? But behind the fame and critical
acclaim is a man perpetually getting into trouble. Whether it's disappointing
a skydiving instructor mid-flight, hiding from thugs in a bush wearing a
bright red dress, or annoying the Kettering Board Games club, a didgeridoo-
playing conspiracy theorist and some bemused Christians, James is always
finding new ways to embarrass himself. Appearing on Josh Widdicombe's radio
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show to recount these stories, the feature was christened 'James Acaster's
classic scrapes'. Here, in his first book, James recounts these tales
(including never-before-heard stories) along with self-penned drawings, in
all their glorious stupidity.
  Steve Wozniak Rebecca Gold,1994 Steve Wozniak was only 25 years old when,
along with his friend Steve Jobs, he founded Apple Computer Company. With
Wozniak's genius and Job's determination, Apple became the most successful
personal computer company in the world.
  IWoz Steve Wozniak,Gina Smith,2006 After 25 years of avoiding the public
eye, Steve Wozniak breaks his silence and tells the full story of the Apple
computer, from its conception to his views on the iconic cult status it
enjoys today. But for Steve's dream to build himself a computer, Apple would
never have happened. In June, it was just an idea. By that Christmas, he'd
built something that his friend convinced him to sell, just for fun. The
rest, as they say, is history. But this history is full of life lessons,
critical decisions, huge triumphs and big mistakes, and all from a self-
professed 'engineer's engineer'. Steve talks about his childhood, phone
hacking pranks, working at Hewlett-Packard, the life-changing plane crash and
teaching. I, WOZ offers readers a unique glimpse into the offbeat and
brilliant but ethical mind that conceived the Macintosh. With the help of
award-winning journalist Gina Smith, Steve sets the record straight.
  Steve Wozniak Martha E. Kendall,2000
  Steve Jobs Walter Isaacson,2011 Draws on more than forty interviews with
Steve Jobs, as well as interviews with family members, friends, competitors,
and colleagues to offer a look at the co-founder and leading creative force
behind the Apple computer company.
  Walter Isaacson Great Innovators e-book boxed set Walter
Isaacson,2011-10-24 This includes the exclusive biography of Steve Jobs and
bestselling biographies Benjamin Franklin and Einstein.
  Boating ,1962-01
  America's Best BBQ - Homestyle Ardie Davis,Chef Paul Kirk,2013-05-07 Take
your backyard barbecue to a whole new level! Davis and Kirk tossed out the
rulebooks and collected the best backyard barbecue recipes from pitmasters
who have gone pro. Some are competition winners, some are family recipes
passed down for generations, and all are sure to win praise at your next
barbecue.
  Sarah Millican - The Biography Of The Funniest Woman In Britain Tina
Campanella,2013-07-16 Cake baker, cat lover, agony aunt - she's one of the
country's brightest new comedy talents. But who is the real Sarah Millican?
For the first time, journalist Tina Campanella gives you the full story of
the British Comedy Award winner's astonishing rise to fame...After he husband
unexpectedly left her in 2004, Sarah Millican moved back in with her parents
and found solace in a series of writing workshops. And it wasn't long before
she made the move from writing to performing, drawing on the pain of her
recent break-up. She had never even been inside a comedy club when she first
stepped onto a stage, microphone in hand. But her emotionally revealing
stand-up instantly won the hearts of her audience. Sarah's debut solo show at
the famous Edinburgh Fringe Festival won her the 2008.if comedy Best Newcomer
Award causing a stir among the seasoned reviewers and judges. With
appearances on 8 out of 10 Cats, QI, Never Mind the Buzzcocks and Mock The
Week quickly cementing her status as a household name, the country watched -
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and laughed - as her star continued to rise. And she was rewarded with her
own show - The Sarah Millican Television Programme - which combines telly
inspired stand-up and unique interviews with her celeb heroes.
  Shadow Faces Rayce Bannon,2007-06 Actually, I'm a murder aficionado. You
could even call me a homicide junkie. Most people have rather benign, run-of-
the-mill phobias such as a fear of spiders, heights, or public speaking. But
what happens when fear becomes so consuming that it seizes control of a
person's life? Matt Curtis, a senior manager with a consulting company, is
overwhelmed with self-doubt. His personal life is falling apart, and his job
is like quicksand, threatening to swallow him at any moment. His ultimate
fear, however, is being alone. And that fear has come to call on Curtis as a
supernatural creature in the shape of a tall, slender man wearing an
expensive black suit and answering to the name Lazarus Douleur. On a mission
to terrorize Curtis, Douleur removes one woman after another from Curtis's
life through a series of bizarre and brutal murders that leave police baffled
and Curtis filled with grief, stricken with terror, and looking suspect.
Curtis must decide whether he will stand idly by and let Douleur
systematically dismantle his life-and kill innocent women in the process-or
muster the courage to wrestle his fear and use it to his advantage.
  Sarah Millican - The Queen of Comedy: The Funniest Woman in Britain Tina
Campanella,2017-09-07 Married and working as a civil servant in a job centre,
Sarah Millican's life couldn't have been more ordinary just over a decade
ago. However, after the sudden break-up of her marriage, she decided to try
something new and sign up for a writing workshop. It was to mark the
beginning one of comedy's greatest success stories. Growing up as a child of
the Miners' Strike which caused immense financial hardship for her family and
a victim of bullying, Sarah's early years were far from easy. She had always
been clever and creative, but had never managed to find the outlet for it. It
wasn't until her thirties that she was finally recognised in spectacular
fashion, as she went on to win the Best Newcomer Award after the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival in 2008. A few years later, her first DVD's sales broke all
records for a female comedian. Sarah's brand of Geordie warmth and humility
mixed with a natural edginess and willingness to talk about all aspects of
everyday life has won her millions of fans. She manages to push the
boundaries while still seeming like your best friend, and it remains the
great secret of her success. She is well on her way to 'national treasure'
status. This is the story of how a shy, unassuming woman from South Shields
became the Queen of British comedy.
  Glutton Ed Gamble,2023-10-26 ‘This book made me laugh and then order an
unholy amount of takeaway.’ GREG DAVIES ‘One of my favourite comics has now
written an annoyingly great book.’ ROMESH RANGANATHAN ‘Full of belly laughs
and full bellies, this book is warm, honest and wonderfully entertaining.’
TOM KERRIDGE 'One of the funniest comedians in the world, Ed is only serious
about one thing - dinners.' NISH KUMAR --- The hilarious memoir from
comedian, Off Menu host and Great British Menu judge, Ed Gamble. From a young
age, Ed Gamble's immaculate bibs and extremely dirty nappies hinted at his
capacious appetite. Before he could walk, Ed already knew that he preferred
poached salmon to puree, that celery was a calorie-sapping waste of time, and
that mashed potatoes should be made with lashings of butter. Whilst he might
ordinarily have been upset by the calls of 'precocious little sh*t' coming
from his family, he was too busy stuffing his gob and staging rebellions
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against the patronising list of misery that is a children's menu. In Glutton,
Ed shares a relatable buffet of experiences and stories from a life lived
through food. From the trials of being a diabetic with a sweet tooth to his
teenage battles with obesity, to the joy of cooking and the power of food to
bring us together, this is a wonderful, hilarious and heart-warming memoir of
a delightful obsession.
  IWoz Steve Wozniak,Gina Smith,2006 In 1975, young engineer Steve Wozniak
had an idea: What if you combined computer circuitry with a regular
typewriter keyboard and a video screen? The result was the first true
personal computer, a widely affordable machine that anyone could figure out
how to use. Wozniak teamed up with another young friend, Steve Jobs, and
Apple Computer was born. The Apple I and Apple II computers were the first to
use a modern paradigm - a keyboard to enter text and data and a video screen
to view it. Apple and Wozniak, the inventor of the Apple I and II, ignited
the computer revolution and have been transforming our world ever since. Now,
thirty years later, in iWoz, the mischievous genius with a low profile tells
his story for the first time. Wozniak looks back at more, though, than his
brilliant inventions. With his own typical, inimitable humor and style, he
relates his countless pranks, his early days with the Electronics Kids and
the Homebrew Computer Club, his stint as a concert promoter with the US
Festivals, his near-death experience in a flight crash, his philanthropic
activities, the decade he spent teaching fifth graders, and what it is like
to be the Woz, a humanist inventor who considers engineering an art but never
puts it before people and their needs.--BOOK JACKET.
  Nick, Mike and Ziva the Zebra Lindsay Wozniak,2020-07-17
  This Is Going to Hurt Adam Kay,2019-12-03 In the US edition of this
international bestseller, Adam Kay channels Henry Marsh and David Sedaris to
tell us the darkly funny (The New Yorker) -- and sometimes horrifying --
truth about life and work in a hospital. Welcome to 97-hour weeks. Welcome to
life and death decisions. Welcome to a constant tsunami of bodily fluids.
Welcome to earning less than the hospital parking meter. Wave goodbye to your
friends and relationships. Welcome to the life of a first-year doctor.
Scribbled in secret after endless days, sleepless nights and missed weekends,
comedian and former medical resident Adam Kay's This Is Going to Hurt
provides a no-holds-barred account of his time on the front lines of
medicine. Hilarious, horrifying and heartbreaking by turns, this is
everything you wanted to know -- and more than a few things you didn't --
about life on and off the hospital ward. And yes, it may leave a scar.
  The Outside Lands Hannah Kohler,2016-08-23 San Francisco, 1968: Jeannie and
Kip are bereaved and adrift, their mother dead under mysterious
circumstances, and their father--a decorated World War II veteran--consumed
by guilt and losing control of his teenage children. Kip, a dreamer and
swaggerer prone to small-time trouble, enlists with the Marines to fight in
Vietnam. Jeannie finds a seemingly safe haven in early marriage to a doctor
and motherhood. But when Kip is accused of a terrible military crime, Jeannie
is seduced--sexually, emotionally, politically--into joining an underground
antiwar organization. As Jennie attempts to save her brother, her search for
the truth leads her into two dangerous relationships, with a troubled young
woman and a grievously wounded veteran, that might threaten her marriage, her
child, and perhaps her life. This is the story of a family caught in the
maelstrom of sweeping change, where social customs and traditional values are
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overturned by events that will transform America. An emotionally wrenching
and morally complex novel, The Outside Lands is Hannah Kohler's powerful,
confident debut and announces her as a remarkable new literary talent.
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